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Hi there. My name’s Frank Balamatsias. I’m 40 years of age and I’m also the cofounder of the Melbourne World Transformation Movement Centre.
I’m a land surveyor by trade; I’ve been working in the land development sector for
some 16 years, and I decided to help co-found the Melbourne WTM Centre once I was
introduced to this information through my good mate Sam Akritidis. Since then it’s been
an incredible sort of journey in understanding the human condition and also the amazing
transforming effects that this information can have on our lives.
The human condition does exist in us and that is being played out every day in the
world, and it [the world’s dysfunction] is just a manifestation of our own upset and an
acknowledgement that it [the human condition] does exist. And the great thing about it is
it’s been scientifically explained—Jeremy’s gone to the effort of [explaining the human
condition with] basic biological fundamentals.
Once you find that defence of why we’ve had to live conjuring up all manner of
excuses to explain our upset behaviour, once you see the defence of that, you can see just
how stifling that upset is in you, and how this information, this explanation of the human
condition, explains it, defends it, we sort of move on to defending ourselves, to explaining
ourselves; but also to living this new world which is the Transformed State [see Freedom
Essay 15*], where you know that’s been the human journey up until now, and we’ve all
invariably been affected by it and have had to live under the duress of it, but that’s not the
case anymore, and we can open the door to this truthful insight of the human condition
and just sort of let that truth about ourselves work its way through us and support one
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another and adopt that Transformed State, because it’s that transformed vision of humanity
that really ‘gets me going’ with this information. That’s the main thing. And it’s on offer
now for everybody—everyone can access it and we can definitely go live in the new
world where we just concentrate on supporting this information, helping one other and
reconciling the upset in us every day.
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